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Requirements of the
exhibition
During the exhibition we will:
●

show others that we are knowledgeable, inquirers, caring, thinkers, principled,
balanced, risk-takers, communicators, reflective, and open-minded

●

collaborate and cooperate with others on our team

●

kindly, but honestly, give feedback to our peers

●

identify, investigate, and offer solutions to an issue opportunity

●

construct our own understanding of our issue or opportunity

●

explore multiple perspectives from a variety of resources

●

be academically honest

●

use technology effectively and responsibly

●

carefully plan our research

●

become experts

●

responsibly and independently carry out research

●

reflect on what we’ve learned

●

carry out meaningful action

●

effectively and creatively communicate our learning to our classmates, our
families, and to the school community

●

celebrate.
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What happens during the exhibition?

Getting ready! We will:
● learn about what the exhibition is
●

learn how we will develop expectations

●

create an essential agreement

●

agree to the responsibilities of the exhibition.

Plan! We will:
● identify an issue/opportunity
●

recall what we think we know about our issue/opportunity

●

explore our issue/opportunity

●

narrow down our issue/opportunity

●

formulate and sort questions about our issue/opportunity.

Gather! We will:
● brainstorm possible resources
●

identify key vocabulary that will help us search

●

collect data and information by:
– searching for resources
– evaluating the credibility and usefulness of those resources
– recording which resources we used
– recording what we learned from them.

Organize! We will:
● sort our information
●

write a central idea

●

identify lines of inquiry.

Act! We will:
● reflect on what we have learned
●

brainstorm what we could do in reaction to our learning

●

choose an action

●

act

●

share our learning.
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ESSENTIAL AGREEMENTS
EXHIBITION JOURNAL
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Responsibilities
Note: Teachers and students will co-create exhibition expectations. Here
is one example:
We, as students, promise to:
●

●

We, as adults, promise to:

work cooperatively

follow the entire research process
including present our research
findings/learning

●

remind students how to work
cooperatively

●

ensure everyone is participating

●

guide students through the entire
research process

●

help students access information
and resources

●

ask questions, suggest resources,
help interpret information and
facilitate interviews, if needed

●

develop and demonstrate the IB
learner profile

●

model the IB learner profile for the
students

●

record all resources we use

●

ensure that students know how to
record resources they use

●

be responsible for knowing and
keeping all due dates

●

co-construct systems with students
so they can stay organized

●

set up extra work time when we
need it

●

check deadlines

●

be responsible for keeping track of
materials and research

●

consider meaningful action in
reaction to the learning we have
done

●

approve and support action plan

●

ask for help from our families, our
mentor, and our teachers when we
need it

●

communicate regularly with
students, families, mentors, and
other teachers
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●

reflect on our action and how well
we completed the research
process.

●

provide feedback to students at
every step along the way and
reflect on students’ efforts at the
completion of the exhibition.

As students
I will be principled, I will follow my inquiry process throughout my
exhibition journey.
I will pay attention to all the exhibition details.
I will be a good listener, I will listen carefully during my session.
I will attend all my mentor meetings.
I will work promptly and neatly and will complete my assignment on time.
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PLAN
Identify an issue/opportunity/passion
What are we interested in learning more about and working to help solve?
I am interested in learning more about why unemployment rates
are growing and i want to give people the opportunity to get
employed and i want to increase employment all around the
world.

Testing your issue/opportunity/passion
Is your issue/opportunity/passion significant, relevant, local, global?
My passion is relevant because people around the world can use the
website that i am going to make and it has local and global aspect.

Remember
What do we think we already know?
I know that if digital technology did Not play a role in mankind then we
would not be able to get through covid 19.

Explore
What is the form, function, and cause of our issue/opportunity/passion?
Form:My passion project is about Digital gaming.
Function: We use digital technology for many things like Interacting with
others, sharing your ideas on social media, spreading awareness about
things and more.
Causation:
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Narrow
What specific issue/opportunity/Passion do we want to research?
We want to research about gender inequality and spread awareness about
it so that people can stop treating women differently.

Formulate questions
What do we want to know?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What kind of games can make people's brain sharper?
How do pixels form a picture?
Why do video games have such a bad effect on people?
How have video games evolved from what they were before?
Why are there certain rules that we have to follow in video games to play?
6. What is digital technology?

7. Types of digital technology
8. Role of Digital technology in gaming
9. Purpose of digital technology in our life
10.Impact of digital technology on mankind
11.What caused digital technology to evolve over the years
12. How did the uses of digital technology change?
13. How the devices of digital technology evolved
14. How digital technology is used by mankind.
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Sort questions by key concepts
Which key concepts are helping us understand our issue/opportunity?
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ORGANIZING THE INQUIRY

Transdisciplinary Theme
How we express ourselves

Central Idea
Digital technology changes the way we play games

Inquiry Into
How We Express Ourselves: An Inquiry into the ways in which we
discover and express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend and enjoy our
creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic

Lines of Inquiry
1. Role of technology in our life ( Function )
2. circumstances that lead to innovation of digital technology

( causation )
3. Different view points that people have on digital gaming.
( perspective)
4. Our responsibility towards digital gaming ( responsibility )
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Organize
Record resources used
●

Title/Name

●

Author/Creator/Owner

●

Where we found i

Write the central idea
We will use our lines of inquiry to identify the big ideas of our exhibition. These
are called our concepts. They can only be one word and have to be true
throughout time, across culture and across situation.
●

……

●

…..

●

…..

●

…..

Below, we will use these concepts to make a true statement that sums up all the
learning we’ve done in one sentence.
After writing our central idea, we will get it approved by our mentor.
Our mentor will initial each box below.

✔

Is it worth knowing?

✔

Does it inspire action?

✔

Is it neutral/value-free?

✔

Does it make sense in different contexts?

✔

Has this been true throughout time?

✔

Is this true in other culture?

✔

Is this true in other situation?

Identify lines of inquiry
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MY TIMELINE
Date

Learning Engagement

15/9/20 Narrowed down to 1 topic
16/9/20 decide purpose of topic
17/9/20 matching topic with sdg goal
22/9/20 Action component and writing
understanding of sdg
23/9/20 Conceptual questions
24/9/20 Learner profile
25/9/20 Finalized conceptual questions.
16/12/2 Movies and article research.
0
5/1/21

Research on my topic.

7/1/21

book review

21/1/21 Matching topic with sdg goal
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22/1/21 Started working on exhibition journal
27/1/21 Worked on an exhibition journal.
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MY TIMELINE
Date
9/2/21

Learning Engagement
Worked on process journal

13/2/21 Finalized unit information
24/2/21 Started working on loi
29/2/21 made inquiry stages
7/3/21

Reworked unit info

12/3/21 Changed SDG
18/3/21 Finalized LOIs
24/3/21 Central idea brainstorming
25/3/21 Finalized central idea
26/3/21 Did learning engagements for loi 1
27/3/21 Learning engagements loi 2
28/3/21 Worked on learning engagements loi 3
29/3/21 worked on process journal
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MY TIMELINE
Date

Learning Engagement

30/3/21 worked on loi 4
1/4/21

presented formative assessments

2/4/21

worked on process journal

3/4/21

Worked on process journal

4/4/21

worked on PPT

5/4/21

Recorded teaser video for journal.
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CONCEPTS
Form
What is it like?

Function
How does it work?

Causation
Why is it like it is?

Change
How is it changing?

Connection
How is it connected to other
things?

Perspective
What are the different points
of view?

Responsibility
What is our responsibility?

● Colour the boxes that contain the focus of your
exhibition inquiry.

PERSONAL QUESTIONS
Make a note of questions that came up during your inquiry
process.

● What are the different ways that I can spread awareness about
my game.
● What can I do to encourage people to put up their game on my
website.
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De Bono’s Thinking Hats
Express your understanding on the basis of
De Bono’s Thinking Hats
Digital gaming is basically playing games but on
technology and different electronic devices like
your Smartphone, Tablet or computers.

The positive part of digital gaming is that it
improves your hand-eye coordination and helps
you to analyse things faster visually.

The negative part of digital gaming is that it can
strain your eyes and if you are sitting in one place
for too long then you may get cramps or your
bones may be damaged or you may even get a
hunch back.
Sometimes digital gaming can lead to depression
and sadness because of cyber bullies and mean
people who talk bad to you.

Make a game with your own creativity and make
it fun to play and enjoy.

Gaming is basically playing digital games on any
platform, modern gamers play high graphic and
fun games on Desktops, Mobile, Ipad, Playstation,
Xbox and more.

Indicators:

White: Knowledge
Yellow: Positive
Black: Negative
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Red: Feelings
Green: Creative
Blue: Understanding

My personal SDG is
Goal 5: Gender equality

●

Target :End all forms of discrimination against all women and girls
everywhere

My main purpose is to (FUNCTION)
• express

• inform

• persuade

• entertain

• instruct

• any other

Function
Entertain
Express

Promote

Explanation
I will entertain people by
making a game.
I will let people write
feedback and express their
selves to the game
developers about the game
I can give people the option
to share the game with
others.
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Considering your issue/opportunity

Is your issue/opportunity significant?
How is the issue/opportunity important to the world?

It is important to the world since people need to grow their business,
and they need to make their jobs more successful.

Is your issue/opportunity relevant?
How is the issue/opportunity connected to your life?

It is because I love playing video games and I want to become a gamer and soccer
player when I grow up so I will try to develop a game and want to help the gaming
businesses that are small grown.

Is your issue/opportunity local?
How are people around here affected by your issue/opportunity?

it is global since people with game businesses all around the world have access to this
and can advertise their game on it.

Is your issue/opportunity global?
How are people in other parts of the world affected by the issue/opportunity?
it is global since people with game businesses all around the world have access to this
and can advertise their game on it.
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Gather
Brainstorm possible resources
Where can we I go to answer our questions?

I can use the internet to answer my questions and conduct interviews with some experts.

Identify key vocabulary
What words do I need to search with to find the right information?

Some key words to guide my research are: digital, technology, gaming and more

Collect data: search and evaluate then record resources used
Which people, print, and digital sources can give useful information?
Specify.

I can make use of google and browse through different websites and read newspapers
and explore magazines about games.

Record data

What is the author/interviewee telling
me?

He is telling me about digital
technology and answering the
questions i asked

What am I learning?

I am learning more about all the
lines of inquiry and more about
digital technology.

What is important here?

The important things are-
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Am I using my own words?

Cyberbullying
Violence In games
Eye Strain
Impact in behaviour
Sadness and depression.

I am using my own words.
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Resource Organizer
Inquiry into:
Use your best detective skills, and don’t forget to note all the
details of each resource once you have discovered it.

Places

Where
Would you go to find
out? List two places

Internet

How would the
internet help you find
out more? List two
useful websites.

People

Who would you
interview? List two
people & include contact
details for them

Artworks

What artworks
have been created? They
could be sculptures,
symbols, painting, photos,
cartoons.

Books/
Magazines
What would you read
to find out more? List
three publications.

Other

Locate another
resources that would
be useful in helping
you to discover more.

Specify by illustrating any 3.

People

Books/magazines

Internet
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Brainstorm possible resources
Where can I go to answer our questions about……………………………………….?
Whenever considering what sources to use, we will always ask:
● Is this source credible?
● Is it believable?
● Should I trust it?
● Does it answer my questions?
What people can I interview and learn from?
Consider experts and people with experience
I would interview experts and people who are experienced with my topics
like a technology specialist or a game developer.

What print resources can I learn from?
Consider books, magazines, newspaper
I can make use of magazines, books and newspaper articles about
gaming to gather information.

What digital sources can I learn from?
Consider eBooks, databases, specific websites, videos, articles &
apps/tools etc.
Ebooks, videos, articles and websites are useful when it comes to my
topic.
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SORTING OUT AND GOING
FURTHER
What have I learnt so far?

I have learned that technology is revolutionary to mankind and can be used for
different things in life like delivery, and it is also widely used in medicine, in
medicine it is actively used in surgery around the world.

What do I still need to find out?

I need to find out how different games were spread awareness of.
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ARTISTIC REPRESENTATION OF
MY UNDERSTANDING
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Mathematical Representation (Graphs, Maps, Venn
Diagrams etc.)

https://forms.gle/1RUtbeebKtc3b5Tq7
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REAL LIFE PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ISSUE
● Cyberbullying is a big issue since people are leaving hate
comments on people’s social media posts and body shaming
them or calling them bad at something or just insulting
them. This might lead to depression which then might lead to
taking their own life or start drinking alcohol or doing drugs.
this is putting people’s life at risks and needs to be spread
awareness about so that cyberbullying can be put to an end.
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REFLECTING AND TAKING
ACTION

The most striking feature of my learning

Act
Action
What skills have we developed over this experience? What big ideas do I
understand better now?
The most amazing facts I learnt during my research are that digital gaming can
impact people in a good way too, 46% of Gamers are Females, Players develop
a heightened sense of their surroundings and that helps them multitask. And
surgeons that regularly play video games make 37% fewer errors and perform
their tasks 27% faster than their peers. Through this inquiry I developed my
research skills and I gained knowledge.

What are all the ways I could put that learning into action?
I connected all my understanding and reflected through poster making, where I
expressed my understanding with others by making a game with a software.

What idea will I choose to act on?

I will choose to act on the action of my game.

What do I need to plan to put my ideas into action?

I need to plan things about the game like how it is going to function and how I can
advertise the game to spread awareness about it.
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What are the next steps that I could do in future to take this action
further?

I could keep the game up and update it every few days

Share the exhibition

How will we share our learning? What do we need to do to get ready?
I will share my learning through my process journal and my PPT during my celebration
day
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Action
Brainstorm: What are all the ways we could put our learning into action?

Action
Doing: Done
something? Given?
Helped? Turned off?

Thinking: Thought
differently? Changed
your mind? Wondered
Inquired?

Feeling: Have you
empathized? Have you
felt differently?

Saying: Have you said
something? Informed
someone? Informed?
Discussed? Debated?

Being: Have you been
a different person?
Changed behavior?
Been more respectful?
Been more patient?

I have made a game
that is not gender
biased and which
anyone can play.

Having: Do you have
more of something?
More respect? More
determination?
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Exhibition Product List

I used:
Articles
Books
Movies
Newspaper
Websites
A Game making software
Editing apps
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WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Objective

Learning
Engagement

4/9/20

To understand
the impact of
climate
change.

Understanding
and reflecting on
the speech by
Severn Suzuki

I reflected on
the video and
developed my
thinking
abilities.

To identify
what passion
is.

Guest speaker
Resham Lalwani

Through this
activity I
reflected my
understanding
on passion
project.

3th august

I reflected on
the issue
related to
global
warming
To apply
understanding
of pyp
exhibition

12-15th jan

2-4th feb

To apply
understanding
of pyp
exhibition

Guest session on
global warming

Learning
Outcome

Discussion of
progress on
exhibition,
discussion on
process journal,
my inquiry cycle
stages

I applied my
understanding
in order to
create inquiry
cycle

Process journal
and journal
essential
agreements

I could create
essential
agreements
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5th march

12-20th
march

To apply
understanding
of pyp
exhibition

Conceptual
understanding of
the unit

To apply
understanding
of pyp
exhibition

Unit information
LOI research
Central Idea
Process journal
Research on LOIs
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I was reflective
and a thinker
while working
on my inquiry
process.

WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Objective
To analyze the
process of pyp
exhibition.

20-30
march

Learning
Engagement
Learning
engagements for
all LOIs
working on
process journal

Learning
Outcome
I could use my
time
management
skills and
complete all
these tasks on
time.

Decided SDG
To evaluate my
pyp exhibition

Guest speaker
Worked on
process journal

30-6
march

Worked on
formative
assessments
worked on ppt
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I could develop
my
communication
skills because I
contacted
someone to be
my guest
speaker

VOCABULARY
Word

Meaning

Virtual

not physically existing as such but made
by software to appear to do so.

Experience

Practical contact with observation of facts or
events

Graphics

a graphical item displayed on a screen or
stored as data.
a machine that processes something.

Processor
online
computer

controlled by or connected to a
computer.
an electronic device for storing and
processing data, typically in binary form,
according to instructions given to it in a
variable program.
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MY UNDERSTANDING FROM THE
VOCABULARY USED IN THE UNIT

Word Splash

Virtual gaming has evolved a lot over the
years in different aspects like,Graphics
quality, Processors and lore. Game lore is
one of the biggest things in offline games
and online multiplayer games that
attracts attention and gets the game
popularity so that the computer game
grows and becomes more popular
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MY FINAL DISPLAY LOOKS LIKE:
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PHOTO GALLERY
● The following pages are for you to record what you do
throughout the exhibition.
● You can use photos, speech bubbles, journal writing,
stickers and items from your exhibition process or any
other interesting memorabilia.
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PHOTO GALLERY
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Self Assessment
Approaches to Learning
THINKING SKILLS:

Critical-thinking skills
Creative-thinking skills
Transfer skills
Reflection/ metacognitive skills

Yes

maybe
Yes

May be

Maybe

Yes

May be
maybe

No

Yes

May be

No

yes
yes

SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS:

no

Organization skills
States of mind

maybe

RESEARCH SKILLS:

Information-literacy skills
Media-literacy skills
Ethical use of media/information

No

yes

COMMUNICATION SKILLS:

Exchanging-information skills
Literacy skills
ICT skills

No

yes

SOCIAL SKILLS:

Developing positive interpersonal
relationship and collaboration
skills
Developing social-emotional
intelligence

May be
maybe
maybe

Yes
yes
yes
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May be
maybe

No

SELF-ASSESSMENT IB
LEARNER PROFILE
Am I an
Inquirer?

I am not
curious so I
do not ask
any
questions.

I sometimes
ask questions
but they do
not always
have to do
with what I
am studying.

I ask questions
that help me to
learn more
about the topic
I am working
on. I enjoy
learning new
things.

I carefully
think about
how I should
form a
question to
receive an
informative
answer. I want
to learn about
lots of things.

Am I
Knowledgeable?

I know a few
things that
interest me.

I have some
knowledge of
the things
that interest
me, but I
believe there
are more
things I could
learn.

I know quite a
few things. I
enjoy different
subjects and I
am eager to
learn.

I have a good
knowledge of
many things. I
am interested
in a wide
range of
subjects and I
cannot wait to
find out more
about them.

Am I a thinker?

When I do not
know what I
should do, I
always ask
the teacher
right away.

I usually try
to find a
solution to a
problem on
my own. I ask
the teacher to
make sure I
have the right
answer to the
problem.

I try to solve
problems on
my own. I can
make
decisions.

I always think
carefully what
I have to do to
solve a task. I
look for
different
solutions and
make
suggestions.

Am I a
Communicator?

I find it
difficult to
explain what I
mean, when I
talk.

I try to talk to
people, I
sometimes
use the wrong
words.

When I talk
others
understand
what I mean.

I can follow
instructions
and
understand
descriptions
without
difficulty.

Am I Principled?

I often have
arguments
with my
friends. Adults
at school
often have to
remind me
the rules

I know how I
should behave
and what the
school rules
are, but
sometimes I
have to be
reminded.

I behave in an
appropriate
manner during
both lessons
and breaks. I
rarely have
disagreements
with my
friends.

I always try to
do the right
things, even
when there
are no adults
watching me.
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Am I OpenMinded

Everyone
should agree
with me and
do as I say.

I know that
not everyone
thinks the
same way as I
do.

I understand
that people
think and
believe in
different
things. I do not
think that
people are
wrong because
they do not
agree with me.
I try to be
considerate of
others and help
my friends. I
try to make
others happy.

I am
interested in
trying to
understand
how someone,
whose opinion
differs from
mine, thinks.

A I Caring?

I expect
others to help
me.

I help others
when asked.

Am I a RiskTaker?

I do not like
to do things I
have not tried
before.

Sometimes I
try a new
experience or
activity, but I
usually want a
friend to try it
before I do.

I enjoy trying
new
experiences
and activities. I
think of ways
to change
things and
make them
different and
new.

I understand
that I have to
do different
things at
school, but I
would rather
only do the
things I like.

I like doing
different things
at school. It
makes me feel
good. I think
that learning
different things
makes me
grow as a
person.

I love trying
new
experiences.
They challenge
me. I have the
courage to
defend my
opinions when
they differ
from my
friends.
I have many
interests and I
am completely
focused. I try
to vary my
activities and
do different
things.

Am I Balanced?

I only want to
do the things
I like.
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I think it is
important that
everyone feels
good. I care
about others
and always try
to help them.

HEAD, HAND & HEART
REFLECTION

I learnt many things about digital
gaming like There are many
different aspects to see digital
gaming and digital gaming also has
a good impact on a human
depending on what game they are
playing.

I made a game that was not gender
biased and is available to the public
for free.

I feel that it is a good action to take
so that genders do not feel
discriminated while playing a game.
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POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOME
AND MY SUCCESS CRITERIA

● To be able to comprehend the Roles of digital gaming in life.
● To be able to understand the impact of digital technology in
gaming.
● To be able to connect with the different perspectives that people
have on digital gaming.
● To be able to support initiative taken towards digital gaming .

Developing

Ameteur

Secured

Could
understand the
roles that digital
technology
plays in life.

Could not
understand the
roles that digital
technology
plays in life.

Could Partially
understand the
roles that digital
technology
plays in life but
not very clearly.

Could
completely
understand the
roles that digital
technology
plays in life very
clearly.

Was able to
Understand why
digital
technology
plays a key role
in our life

Could not
understand Why
digital
technology
needs to play a
key role in our
life at all.

Could
Understand why
digital
technology
needs to play a
key role in our
life but not very
clearly.

Could fully
understand why
digital
technology
needs to play a
key role in our
life.

Was able to
understand how
technology
plays a key role
in our life.

was not able to
understand
how technology
plays a key role
in our life.

Was able to
understand how
digital
technology
plays a key role
in our life but
not that clearly.

Was able to
understand how
digital
technology
plays a key role
in our life
thoroughly.

Ameteur

Secured

Developing
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Was able to
understand the
impact that
digital
technology has
in gaming.

Was not able to
clearly
understand the
impact that
digital
technology has
in gaming.

Was a little
clear with the
concept that the
impact that
digital
technology has
in gaming.

Was very clearly
able to
understand the
impact that
digital
technology has
in gaming.

Was able to
understand that
Digital
technology has
an impact on
digital gaming.

Was not at all
able to
understand that
Digital
technology has
an impact on
digital gaming

Was able to get
a little
understanding
that Digital
technology has
an impact on
digital gaming.

Was clearly able
to comprehend
understand that
Digital
technology has
an impact on
digital gaming

Understood how
digital
technology has
an impact on
gaming.

could not
understand how
digital
technology has
an impact on
gaming.

Was a little
clear from the
concept how
digital
technology has
an impact on
gaming.

had a clear
understanding
on how digital
technology has
an impact on
gaming.

Developing

Ameteur

secured

Was able to
Connect with
the different
perspectives
people have on
gaming.

Was not able to
Connect with
the different
perspectives
people have on
gaming at all.

Was able to
Connect with
the different
perspectives
people have on
gaming but not
that much.

Was able To
connect with
different
perspectives
that people
have on digital
gaming.

Was able to
understand why
people have
different
perspectives on
digital gaming

Was not able to
understand why
people have
different
perspectives
people have on
gaming.

Was able to
understand but
not that much
why people
have different
perspectives
people have on
gaming.

Was able to
completely
understand why
people have
different
perspectives on
digital gaming.
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Was able to
understand how
people develop
different
perspectives on
digital gaming

Was not able to
understand
how people
develop
different
perspectives on
digital gaming.

Developing

Could partially
understand how
people develop
different
perspectives on
digital gaming.

Could
Completely
understand how
people develop
different
perspectives on
digital gaming.

amateur

Secured

Was able to
support the
initiative taken
for digital
gaming.

Was not able to
support the
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming.

Was able to
support
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming but not
that much

Was able to
support
initiatives taken
towards digital
gaming and
more.

Was able to
understand the
reason to
support
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming.

Was not able to
understand the
reason to
support
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming.

Was able to
understand the
reason to
support
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming but
partially.

Was able to
understand the
reason to
support
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming.
completely

Was able to
understand how
to support
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming.

was not able to
understand how
to support
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming.

Was able to
understand how
to support the
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming but not
that clearly.

Was
thouroughly
able to
understand how
to support
initiative taken
towards digital
gaming.
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I will assess my learning in the following ways:

Formative Assessment:
By Explaining my understanding of the LOI in a video.
By Giving myself 1 minute to write down my understanding of a
LOI.
By making a poster on the LOI.
I can make a comic strip on an LOI.
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GENERAL FEEDBACK

Parents:
Dheer’s exhibition journey has taught him so much we feel he
has matured immensely in his work. He has worked really hard
for his passion project with a lot of dedication and patience.
Best of luck for the exhibition and keep up the good work.

Home Room Teacher: Dheer is an enthusiastic boy who loves to
interact and contributes very well during class discussion. I am
really happy to see his progression in his passion projects. Wish
him all the best for his PYP exhibition.
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GENERAL FEEDBACK
Mentor: Dheer has a sound knowledge of technology and loves to
create his work using various apps that he comes across. Initially,
he required a push to make sure he meets deadlines and submits
his work on time. The exhibition timeline and checklist for the
process helped him to meet these deadlines. He loves to share his
ideas on digital gaming. He developed research skill and selfmanagement skill during the exhibition journey. I wish him all
the very best for his journey.
Chandrani Banerjee
PYP Exhibition Mentor
Peer: One quote
“Pog”But

seriously,

your

topic

was

good,

also,

your

understanding was good. Your mind map was as branched as a
tree, and I mean that in a good way, but truly, your journal was
good.
- Mayuukh, 2021

Self: I used many learner profiles like communicator to get in
contact with the guest speaker, I used My Research skills and
found out information on digital gaming.

GENERATED FROM SAMPLE IB PYP EXHIBITION GUIDE.
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